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PRIMARY SCHOOL

Advent Festival Arrangements
As we find our way to the end of November and this year, the
Primary School has been planning a way of leading into a
new time, the beginning of the festive calendar. In keeping
with the spirit and form of this year, we will be celebrating
Advent in a different way.
• Classes 4, 5, and 6 will be celebrating as separate
classes on Wednesday, 2 December at 6:15.
• Classes 1, 2, 3 and 7 will have their turn at the
beginning of the last day of term, Thursday, 3
December. (Be on time for school).
The Primary Faculty wishes you a peaceful
one and a half weeks as we contemplate the
riches and the demands of the past year.

The Advent Festival Spiral
This year each class will individually walk a prepared spiral for
our Star Tree Festival.
The year has brought many changes and this process of
entering the spiral, bearing the past, and metamorphosing
the past through a transformative journey into the future is
of special importance to the child, at this time.
The spiral represents the journey of the soul on its life path
and the evolution of consciousness. It is the archetype of
wholeness and helps rediscover the depths of our soul.
It is a journey that moves both inward and outward in a
continuous process of transformation - a path that leads you
to the centre within and back again to the outer world. As one
moves inward out of the dark to receive the light in the
centre, it allows one to cleanse, let go, shed and rediscover
ourselves as we reflect and are inspired in the centre, so that
on the outer journey, bearing the light, we can reintegrate, be
energised and find union in an active way with the outer
world.
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An Ongoing Resilience and
Covid Containment Test for
Us All
The Covid pandemic has brought us many additional challenges in 2020 and as
we look ahead to next year, our ongoing vigilance is being continually asked
for. Teaching Eurythmy to the mid-high school (Class 10 and 11) in 2020 during
a Covid pandemic has been an “out of the box” existential year in many
regards. Firstly, in order to better enable Michael Oak Waldorf school to have
sufficient social distancing in all its classrooms during the heights of the hard
lockdown, Eurythmy’s indoor movement classroom spaces were required to be
sacrificed throughout all grades of the school. This offered Eurythmy the
difficult opportunity to explore what it is like to experience life as an outdoor
classroom subject. Before I relate some of the obvious challenges around this,
we had to make a decision on whether it would be safe for the mid-high school
to be able to take up this challenge of moving primarily in an outdoor
classroom in 2020. We were faced with a dominant paradigm that exists in
pedagogical and therapeutic eurythmy, and that is: “If at all possible, Eurythmy
is not to be done outdoors”. Why might this be the case, we ask? And is there
any silver lining to exploring Eurythmy as an outdoor classroom subject?
Well, let’s start with the powerful elements we have had to contend with in
nature, the regular strong winds and gusts of the Cape Town south-easter.
When this Cape Town south-easter is active, we have actually experienced that
it feels like it’s coming from all directions, it swirls around, as if everywhere! It
played havoc with our pianist Tim Hyslop’s mobile piano keyboard, regularly
blowing off the keyboard’s music stand holder… and never mind the music
pages firmly glued into books, held down with a multitude of pegs, the wind
had its own ideas about which music we were to play. The wind enjoyed
turning the music pages in spite of all our efforts to secure them. Well, in spite
of these practical difficulties for Tim Hyslop to play, a silver lining was that we
knew that Covid is not a fan of the outdoors, so we gave thanks to the wind for
blowing Covid away!
Our next outdoor classroom challenge: Cape Winter rains, and lots of it! We are
immensely grateful for every drop of rain, especially considering it was only
two and a half years ago, when we came perilously close to running out of
water in the Western Cape. Our current dam levels are a cause for celebration:
the dams in and around Cape Town, which form part of the Western Cape
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This process of renewal, of rediscovering our sacred space in
the depths of our heart, our centre and reawakening to the
meaning of life, that we are not human beings on a spiritual
path but spiritual beings on an earthly journey, helps us
understand and carry into the future, the light we carry and
place on the path in an act of love.
This is a true image of the Annunciation - that message to
carry that which is born from Spirit into life on earth - to
bring light and love into the world that we can each carry in
our life of soul - our thinking, our feeling and in our deeds.
A Star has come to earth - we are on a path of transformation
and to find our true self.
May the obstacles of this year be transformed into a lightfilled future.

Class 10 doing circle eurythmy on the grass between the primary and
kindergarten parts of Michael Oak's grounds.
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Water Supply System, are currently at 99.3%. Well, you can just imagine
how our winter outdoor classroom coped with the copious rain….to
give just one example of some of the words that arose from some of
the Class 10 learners when the rain started to fall: “Ahhhhhhhhhhhh,
we all going to get Covid, we better go back inside to our classroom!!”
Nevertheless, we did our best to seek shelter to get out of the rain and
continue our movement class. Thanks must go to those teachers, such
as Leigh Moore, who graciously accepted us (up to a point) as
temporary guests, so we could continue our eurythmy class and move
indoors in the other partitioned side of her large makeshift classroom
space (the big hall). And thanks also to Tine Bohm, who allowed us
back into the movement room in the 4th term after the Class 7s had
finished their school day.
Next, let’s move on to our important relationship to the Sun and the
much welcomed spring-summer sunshine….after a longgggggggggg
wet winter, what a source of absolute joy and relief we experienced in
feeling the sun’s rays warm us up again while we moved outside and
enjoyed some paradisical wind still (all too few) and warm days
outside….we were all the more grateful for this return of warmth, as
some recent medical research confirms the early findings that Covid
spreads easier and faster in cooler temperatures. However, just like
the exponential increase in Covid cases in South Africa’s first wave, we
soon noticed the temperature exponentially rising through October
into November. The temperature (as measured in the sun) steadily
settled in the mid to high 40’s during this time, and also exceeded 50
degrees Celsius on 12 November!
My clock with thermometer (seen alongside)
only measures up to 50 degrees Celsius. And
to make sure nobody suffered any heatinduced health problems, we were able to
move our outdoor classroom to the refuge
of the partly shaded grass areas thanks to
some of the majestic trees we have at
Michael Oak. Another silver lining is that we
rediscovered the beauty of the trees. We gave thanks for the shade the
trees offered us and enabled us to continue to move in our ever
adapting outdoor classroom.
Two additional challenges that the Class 11s reported to the already
above highlighted difficulties in concentrating whilst being out in
nature on the grass or basketball field when working on music
eurythmy:

Class 11 Tiana Faber and Meghan Miehe practising their chosen music
eurythmy piece, River Flows in You by Yiruma.
> the spacing, the loss of a container holding us in space. There is a
dissolving tendency we are having to overcome when working outside
with music eurythmy.
> the noise, the surrounding noise, it’s challenging enough listening
and synchronizing our movements and gestures fully to the music and
its rhythms indoors.
So some of the silver lining of our exploring Eurythmy as an outdoor
classroom subject during this Covid year is the growth of the class 10s
and 11s resilience together with the overcoming and transforming of
numerous resistances, especially so for the class 11s who have put
together a performance that promises to touch the audience deeply as
they rise to their unique individual and group potentials when working
together on such a demanding and even enjoyable project….
Turning to a snapshot of the fruits of this year’s Class 11 Eurythmy
performance programme efforts… it comprises a selection of 1 speech
eurythmy piece and 7 music eurythmy pieces. Owing to the airborne
nature of Covid and my requiring to speak out loudly whichever poems
were chosen, as a Covid safety measure, we have strongly curtailed the
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OPEN DAY
Tuesday 24
November
To sign up for the
Open Day
please contact

lkerchhoff
@michaeloak.org.za

PROGRAMME
8pm: Welcome by Roy Davids
8.05pm: Virtual Video
8.10pm: Overview of the Kindergarten by Nicole Sparks
8.20pm Overview of the Primary School by Christine Blankers
8.30pm Overview of the High School by Nicola Elliot & Derina Wille
8.40pm Overview of Matric by Lee Smit-Gardner
8.45pm Thank you / Close by Roy Davids

Have you Watched our short video yet?
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speech eurythmy pieces this year. This Class 11 programme is for all ages and
features some well known music pieces such as a “Harry Potter Medley” by John
Williams, “River Flows in You” by Yiruma and also lesser known pieces such as an
extract from Baba Yaga by Modest Mussorgsky. An incredible synchronicity that
occurred this Class11 year was that the Baba Yaga piece by Modest Mussorgsky
that Tim Hyslop and myself suggested as one possible music option for the Class
11s to consider, dovetailed with the Baba Yaga story which had featured as a main
theme story for their female class 10 coming of age camp. The music eurythmy
process of adapting the Baba Yaga story to the music and movement has added a
good deal of deepening, quality expression and gravitas for those Class 11s over
this year…it has been the foundation upon which we have built the programme
and colleagues and myself who have already seen the quality that emanates in
movement from this year’s Class 11s in the dress rehearsals are genuinely
impressed with their resilience and what they have been able to achieve
considering the challenges they have endured with many Eurythmy rehearsals
being outdoors.
In alignment with Covid protocols, attendance at the two Class 11 Eurythmy
performances is by invitation only. We will make all the pieces available online for
viewing by the end of the term. We are grateful to the Class 11s for achieving such
a high standard in spite of all the added challenges. And without the Michael Oak
Covid team (Nicola Elliott, Vincent Message, Leigh Moore, Alison Tobler and Pam
Schneider) who have had to make many difficult decisions in contributing to
keeping Michael Oak a Covid free school in the process, none of this would have
been possible!
Some Further Words of Thanks ...
Special musical thanks must go to our gifted pianist Tim Hyslop who accompanies
us so masterfully on the musical part of our journey and assists us to adapt the
music to meet the musical movement needs and skills of Class 11.
Artwork: Tiana Faber

Eurythmy Programme
Thursday 26 November at 13h30 and 19h30
Attendance is by invitation due to Covid protocols.
The duration of the performance is about half an hour.

Special costume creation thanks goes to our gifted Michael Oak tailor and parent,
Mascha Rutherford.
Special thanks also go to both of the Class 11 Class guardians, Diane Scannell and
David Machado and our gifted Michael Oak art teacher and “3rd unofficial Class
11 guardian”, Gillian Matthew.
Gratitude goes to our gifted Michael Oak eurythmy teacher and parent, Laura
Engelke, for the beautiful flowers.
Special supportive thanks to the innumerable people who help us in all sorts of
ways: the Class 11 parents, all teachers and support staff, Graham Scannell for the
filming, Jia-yu Tsai, our Class 12 lights specialist and to Tiana Faber for the
beautiful Class 11 Eurythmy poster, etc….

1.

Baba Yaga (5) extract by Modest Mussorgsky

2.

Gavotte (2) by Edvard Grieg

3.

Before Stars Sleeping (2) by Yiruma

4.

Young and Beautiful (2) by Lana Del Ray

5.

Harry Potter Medley (14) by John Williams

Certainly not last, the most special thanks of all goes to the Class 11s for all their
resilient and valuable efforts in bringing all this together so upliftingly to share!

6.

River Flows in You (2) by Yiruma

Perry Havranek -- High School Eurythmy Teacher

7.

Blake poem: To the Evening Star (9) - Rudolf Steiner’s
Planetary Sound Correlations with music by Almar Lampson

8.

Encore Combo (all): Baba Yaga and Harry Potter Medley
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To the Top of Table Mountain

On Friday 13th November, the
Matric Geography Class of 2021
embraced their first ‘Geography
Challenge’ — a 04h30 wake-up
call! We rose to greet the sun and
spent a magical morning
summiting Table Mountain.
Not only did the students gain
first-hand geographical
knowledge, but besides this, they
practised superb teamwork, as
they encouraged and supported
each other to the summit.
Lindsy Carter-Bolus

KINDERGARTEN

Above: "I'm grating cheese!"
These two photos were taken 3 seconds apart. In that time
two butterflies flitted past and into the classroom.
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New Fence
for Class 3
Garden

Our Class 3 Garden was refurbished with a new fence! Thank you to Sascha Endres, parent
of Josephine in Class 3, for building this beautiful fence around our children’s garden.

B.Ed 4th Year Farewell
Yesterday (Friday 20th) the B.Ed 4th year students at the Centre for
Creative Education (CCE) celebrated their farewell where beautiful
reflections, honouring and stories about each student were shared. This is
always a really special occasion and the theme this year was 'stepping
stones'.
Many children in the Michael Oak community will recognise some of the
student teachers since a number of them did practical teaching at Michael
Oak. In fact, one of the students, Gabriela, was a Michael Oak student
from Kindergarten to Grade 10.
We would like to thank Michael Oak for supporting CCE and our students.
While many of our students do not go on to be able to teach at Waldorf
schools, they always take what they have learnt – and what makes Waldorf
school so special – into the schools that they go on to teach at.
We are really proud of our B.Ed 4th year students and wish them
everything of the best for their journey as new teachers.
Genevieve Langenhoven
Communications and Development, CCE
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Class 10's production of ELECTRA
Playlist now available to view on Youtube -- click on link below

Why Perform a Greek Tragedy in Class 10?
A deepening and broadening of dramatic work with adolescents is
essential in our time, because experience and investigation shows that
the positive transformative effects on high school students through
drama is tremendous, and that without the implementation of a wellrounded drama program they will have missed out on an integral part
of their education – an education that purports to lay down firm
foundations for life.
Research has made it abundantly clear that there are overwhelming
needs in regard to doing speech work with young people. Moreover,
the additional work on movement, posture, and gesture as practiced at
a Waldorf school in Drama, Eurythmy and Bothmer Gym, has to be
dealt with as scrupulously as speech work, because many young people
are in danger of losing their natural connection to their bodies –
becoming either too “down to earth” or too “head in the clouds”.
Because the adolescent is dramatic by nature, we have to ensure that
the students receive as much as possible in the way of drama during
their high school years. It can and does serve as a tremendous support
to the curriculum, as well as being vital in strengthening foundations
for self-development.
Speech and drama achieves one of the essential goals of Waldorf
Education: to integrate thinking, feeling and willing. With this in mind it
is not surprising that this art form is present in every stage of our
curriculum.
By high school, students begin to address the world with the growing
capacity for reflective thinking and learning. This quest is met with a
more formalised Drama curriculum than in the primary school. Speech

Can You Help
us fill the
Yellow Crate?

work continues into the high school and pupils have several opportunities for both public speaking, debating and acting. Aspects of
theatre history, stage craft and play production are explored and a
yearly play performed. The plays chosen investigate individual
characters within the context of a complex theme. Students are faced
with performing roles and deepening their understanding of character
development. Such characters give them the chance to wrestle with
their opposite, highlight themselves, or in a perfect situation, offer
them the chance to gaze into their own souls. Observing the cathartic
effect drama has on students, and listening to the candidly positive
responses of high school students, this more than justifies the
enormous effort that goes into the production of a successful play.
In Class 10 students often tackle an Ancient Greek tragedy, thereby
enjoying a hands-on experience of the origins of Western theatre.
These plays explore ancient yet relevant themes of destiny, freedom
and moral truth – just at the time (about 16-years-old) when these
young people themselves are beginning to ask existential questions
about life, and their purpose in it.
In some measure, each performance of Greek tragedy works to bring
the young person towards a fuller awareness of who he or she is and to
give awareness and control that will eventually allow the child to take
charge of his or her own destiny in life, a destiny that is individual and
unpredictable, yet as universal as the destiny of the heroes and heroines, the gods and the goddesses of Greek mythology, and which so
uniquely reflect the ongoing human drama that we are embedded in.
Graham Scannell

The Yellow Crate is back in action!

The Manenberg Samekoms group continues their work to build hope
for their children and filling the crate is one way we can help.
The crate is at the main gate on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 7:45 to 1:15.
We are hoping to collect non-perishable food
(tins, lentils, rice, stock powder, oats, flour etc)
as well as potatoes, onions, butternut, carrots.
We also hope to be able to hand over end-ofyear parcels of toiletries for the children who
have participated in their Samekoms projects:
face clothes, toothbrushes, toothpaste, soap,
hair clips and elastics. Art materials, games and
toys are always appreciated.

If anyone would like to make a financial contri-bution
towards these items please contact Fiona.
At the beginning of COVID lockdown we collected a
generous amount of money which went directly into food
parcels and soup kitchens. Thank you to those who helped.
Look out for the Yellow Crate on Wednesday and Thursday
mornings. Let's fill it every week!
Fiona

fiona@clipclop.co.za

083 264 9142
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CLASS 5 PLAY

Class 12
PROJECT
PRESENTATIONS

VIDEOS
The videos will be
available to view
until the end of
the term

Although outside on the basketball court, the Class 5 play
is unfortunately restricted to Class 5 parents only.
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Condolences

Benjamin Janowski

We would like to offer our
condolences to the Janowski family
at Constantia Waldorf School, on the
loss of their youngest son and
brother, Benjamin, who died
suddenly earlier this week.
Benjamin matriculated (top of his
class in 2019) from Constantia
Waldorf School where his mother
Christiane is the High School
Eurythmy teacher. His older siblings,
Mikhail, Ruskin and Roselinde all
attended Michael Oak Primary
before matriculating at Constantia.
We wish the Janowski family strength
during this very difficult time.

DIY: Please Update Your Details
on our Database
Dear Parents & Guardians
We wish to encourage all parents to check their personal details on our database via the
Edana App. It is essential to update your family/personal information if and where necessary
in order for us to contact you in case of emergency. For those parents who haven’t managed
to download the app, please follow the steps below.
Download the Edana parent portal app from https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.edadmin.parentapp onto your mobile device from Playstore :
https://play.google.com/?hl=en&tab=r8&authuser=0
Open your Edana parent portal. The unique Code to use is 622684
Register by using your cellphone number or email address. You will be sent a once off code
via the method of registration that you selected for instant access.
Click on My Profile and make changes if necessary. You may activate the “Directory Share”
option if you want your contact details to be visible to other parents.
PS: For those Parents unable to access the app. forward your updated details (address, cell,
email) to info@michaeloak.org.za
Kind regards

Faiza Abdurahman

If Your Child is
Absent ...
PLEASE
send a WhatsApp to Faiza on

084 915 4415
by 8.00am each morning.
This is critical as the office needs to
be aware of who is on (or not on)
the premises at all times, for safety
reasons. Should we have an
emergency (e.g. a fire) we need to
be absolutely sure how many
children need to be accounted for
on the school property.
Thank You!
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Every
swipe
DOES
make a
diﬀerence

Apply for your card
online at
www.myschool.co.za
or speak to
Lynn Kerchhoff
in the Office

ADVERTISING IN THE
LEAFLET:
Donations for Community
Notices
Please note that all advertisers
are expected to offer a
contribution to our Bursary Fund.
Minimum donation R30.
Please use these bank details for
EFT transfers:
Standard Bank,
Branch: 02510900.
Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School
Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Adverts will only be published in the
Leaflet for a maximum of 3
insertions per term.

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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CHILDREN'S' THEATRE
FROG PRINCE & THE MAGIC SHELL

As part of this year's Muizenberg
Festival, The Masque Theatre
proudly presents two children's
shows taking place on
Saturday 28 November.
Frog Prince is an interactive glove puppet show for young
audiences. A fun loving princess called Amiena meets a
bouncing bag of wool a butterﬂy and while playing with her
favorite toy a Golden Ball she ﬁnds her way to befriending a
talking frog. An adventure of kindness and magic.
Directed & performed by Unathi Noxolo Ndiki and Suzanne De
Nobrega from Nature Network.
30 minutes in duration starts at 2pm.
The Magic Shell is an African folktale set in ancient times on the
Wild coast. The ﬁrst people go on an adventure in search of
stories. They discover comical characters leading them to
magical creatures under the ocean. The stories come to life in
English and isiXhosa with original songs and innovative masks.
Directed & performed by Vincent Meyburgh and Ntombifuthi
Mhkasibe from Jungle Theatre Company.
45 minutes in duration starts at 3pm.
“It was a beautiful blend of languages, dance, music and
stories.”
“Very creative and imaginative. Kids really enjoyed it!”
“Lovely show, beautiful story and wonderful acting.”
You can listen to the audio book of this show here.
Colouring-in books will be on sale for R30.
Available in 3 languages!
Both shows are suitable for children from 3 to 10 years of age.
Tickets cost is R50 per show and are available on Quicket.
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Rock Climbing Club for Children
What – High Adventure oﬀers, through
facilitating a Climbing Club, the opportunity for
children to do rock climbing and abseiling on a
regular, weekly basis during term time. Children
who have joined the climbing club get access to
the personal and group equipment needed, are
expertly supervised doing these activities to
ensure a fun and safe experience, and get
training and coaching.
When – The sessions are currently on Tuesdays
from 2.30 – 5.30pm. It is useful to have the
children arriving at the relevant parking/ meeting
place about 10 minutes before the start of the
session, and we normally get back about 15
minutes after the end of the session. Depending
on demand, I could consider a having the session
on a Wednesday or a Friday afternoon.
Where – We use a range of accessible ‘singlepitch’ crags (small cliﬀs) in the central Peninsula
area (Lakeside, Silvermine), Eagles Nest above
Constantia Neck, and the Glencoe Quarry in
Higgovale, unless the weather is bad (cold, wet
and windy), in which case we make use of the
City Rock Gym or Block 11, both in Paarden
Eiland.

Who – Children from the age of 8 can be
signed up for this. No prior experience is
necessary, nor is ownership of any specialised
equipment required. Children need to be able
and willing to do some mountain walking to
access the crags. Obviously, they also need to
have an interest in and desire to do rock
climbing and abseiling!
Transport – We meet at designated meeting
points near the crags for each session. Transport
for the children needs to be arranged and,
ideally, provided by the parents. A lift club
system is recommended.
Contact – Should you, as parents, be
interested in ﬁnding out more, or signing your
child/ren up for this climbing club, please contact
Ross Suter on 082 4375145, or
ross@highadventure.co.za . To those who express
an interest I will send, as email attachments,
more information and the Programme for 2021.
I look forward to hearing from you, to meeting
you and introducing your children to the fun and
exciting world of climbing on rock faces in the
mountains.
Regards, Ross Suter
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

TUTOR WANTED OVER HOLIDAYS
Seeking suitably qualified tutor for Class 2 pupil reading and numeracy support
over the school holidays Dec - Jan. Please Message Serai 084 605 2022

GARDEN FLATLET : BATHURST ROAD
The flatlet is in the garden and is one room with a bathroom - and a little patio.
R4500 pm. It would be for a single person and definitely a non-smoker. If
anyone is interested in viewing it, please Whatsapp Cathy on 082 970 2219.

HOUSE FOR SALE:
WALK TO SCHOOL!
Double-storey
semi,
corner
Goldbourne and Wargrave roads,
Kenilworth. Private sale, R2,8m. For
full details contact the owner Lise at
082 468 3707.

GARDEN FLAT TO RENT
Garden flat to rent - R8000 per month. Beautiful garden flat with private,
covered patio. Set in large, leafy garden. Consists of lounge/dining room, full
new kitchen with granite tops, built in hob and undercover oven, bedroom en
suite, small cosy study. Lots of newly built in cupboards. Furnished or
unfurnished. Includes electricity, water, wi-fi, dstv. Suitable for a single person.
Off street parking behind automatic gates. Situated in the Gibson Road area of
Kenilworth. Near shops, restaurants, medical facilities, public transport.
Whatsapp or call 083-530-8181.

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION: PRINGLE BAY
Summer-January Holiday Getaway Special- Pringle Bay. Pringle Bay family home
close to the beach and town. Sleeps two families (10 people) comfortably but also
small enough for one family. Pet and child friendly with a large garden. R1750 per
night. (Minimum 4 night stay). Available from 5 January. Please contact Nick (c) 082
831 2730.

HOUSE TO RENT ‐‐ WALK TO SCHOOL
House in Wargrave
Road, easy walking
distance to Michael
Oak.
Two
2
bedrooms, with a
third room which
could be used as a
study (work from
home)
or
3rd,
smaller bedroom.
Off-street parking for 2 cars. R13,000/month. Contact agent HERE

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION: GREAT BRAK RIVER
Cottage in stunning, sea-front
position on The Island. Wide views
of sea, river and lagoon. Enjoy
swimming, canoeing, long shoreline
walks and abundant bird and sea
life. Large sun deck, enclosed front
stoep, three bedrooms and can
sleep eight comfortably.
COVID-19
specials
available
September 2020 to February 2021.
For e-brochure contact
Liz Mackenzie at

lizmack@iafrica.com
or (021) 761 8811.

